
FOCUS JULIAN J. SMITH

MOD SQUAD
Uptown meets downtown-and the past meets
the future-in Julian 1. Smith's inaugural collection
of provocative, performative ready-to-wear

Launched during last fall's London Fashion Week, Julian J. Smith's eponymous spring/
summer ready-ta-wear line proved a delirious cocktail of ladies-who-lunch elegance and
c1ub-kiCledginess. The subversive frocks' pairing of architectonic tailoring and gamine
flourishes (ruffles, bracelet sleeves) with brash hues, thigh-grazing hemlines and zigzag-
ging PVC details nods to the plastic-fantastic '60S. These are dresses you wear to high
tea at the Mandarin Oriental and then 10 the clubs to party 'til dawn.

The precocious Smith, still in his 205, cops to indulging in a bil of the latter, as East
London's underground scene-and the crealives and bon vivants who populate it~fuel
his vision. "Clubbing is a great way to ingest the sound of nov.,',to gel a feel for popular
culture," he explains. Smith embodies his own brand; he's a denizen of the demimonde
who's nonetheless a stickler for precision and fluent in the intricacies of pattern mak-
ing and draping. The young upstart studied at the Royal College of Art and honed his
technique in the ateliers of fellow structuralists Roland Mouret, Erdem and Jonathan
Saunders before going solo in 2007 with the erstwhile couture label SmithSpence. His
dexterous hand is evident in the voluptuous seaming, exposed zippers and inventive
sleeve construction of his spring collection. "1tend to cut in a very graphic manner,"
Smith explains.

Indeed, graphics are something of a fixation for the London-based designer, who
makes many of his own prints-including spring's eye-bending chevrons and painterly
swooshes that channel '60S Op artist Bridget Riley. The polymath also moonlights as a
costume designer for the likes of Alison Goldfrapp, Beth Ditto and cabaret act Bour-
geois & Maurice. "Although the performance pieces are quite different technically from
ready-to-wear-I use lots of stretchy fabric so the artists can really rnove~the energy
that comes from seeing someone on stage inevitably works its way into the collection,"
says Smith. He'd better get used to being on stage, and in the spotlight, himself.
julianjsmith.co.uk
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o.'• SOUNOS OF NOW
{Clockwise from top left)
Smith pairs orange with
earth tones, inspired by ma-
terials such as MDF and con-
crete; Jackets and dresses
are detailed with grid motifs:
Headpieces were designed
by Smith's friend, milliner
Noel Stewart; A solid-black
cocktail dress; Bridget Riley
canvases inspired his chev-
ron motifs; The designer
conceived the Op art prints
himself. (Opposite, from top)
A linen mini-dress in ruffles;
A portrait of the designer.
Julian J. Smith
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